HACC Lebanon Campus: Video Tour
https://youtu.be/iGJjpUs2amc

[Video opens on wide aerial shot of the city of Lebanon, with the Lebanon Campus building in the center. The HACC logo and “Lebanon Campus” appear over the aerial shot.]

VOICEOVER:
Thank you for joining us on the tour of HACC’s Lebanon Campus. We welcome students from surrounding counties, local school districts, and online. We are conveniently located in the heart of historic downtown Lebanon and are accessible to our surrounding counties.

[The video transitions to a shot following a student through the main doors of the welcome center and learning commons area. A label rises under the image reading “Learning Commons.” As the student passes through the doors, the label cycles through the following text “Welcome Center,” “Enrollment Services,” “Admissions,” “Financial Aid” and “Career Services.”]

VO:
To begin our tour, let’s head to the Learning Commons. The Learning Commons is located on the third floor of the Lebanon Campus building. Student Services are located inside the Learning Commons, including the Welcome Center, Enrollment Services, Admissions, Financial Aid, and Career Services.

[The shot slides into a photo of an employee with a security officer. A label rises under the image reading “Public Safety & Security.” The photo slides into an image of cars parked outside.]

VO:
Security is also located in the Learning Commons. Along with providing a safe environment for students, employees, and visitors, the security officers provide security escorts, lock-out, and jump-start vehicle services.

[The photo slides into a shot walking into the SGA offices. A label rises under the image reading “Student Government Association,” followed by “Student Programming Board.” The shot slides into a photo of two students next to an SGA banner. Then the image slides off and two new images slide on screen showing two themed Lebanon Campus SPB events.]

VO:
Behind the information technologies desk, you will find where the Student Government Association, or SGA, and Student Programming Board, or SPB, meet. The SGA is designed to represent all students and advocate for their rights, and the student programming board plans enjoyable campus events.

[The images slide off and a shot of a student and a tutor in the tutoring lab slides on. A label rises under the image reading “Tutoring Center.”]

VO:
The tutoring center is where students or professors are available to receive free tutoring and answer your questions.

[The shot slides into a photo of the Testing Center. A label rises under the image reading “Testing Center.”]
VO: The testing center is used as a quiet space for testing.

[The photo slides into a shot of a tutor at the white board in the tutoring center.]

VO: We have many tutoring options available, including drop-in sessions and appointments.

[The shot slides into a video of the Learning Commons.]

VO: Along with renting out books, the Learning Commons gives students opportunities to use computers, complete assignments, and do research using one of the four study rooms.

[The video slides to a shot of a student speaking with an employee in the KEYS office. A label rises under the image reading “KEYS.”]

VO: KEYS, or Keystone Education Yields Success, is a collaborative program between the Pennsylvania Department of Human Services and the Pennsylvania Commission for Community Colleges that helps students succeed at community college.

[The video slides to a shot of the entrance to the Learning Commons showing the tables and seating area.]

VO: Right outside of the Learning Commons is a student break area. Students can study or just relax in this area.

[The video slides into a shot of an employee in the MVAO office. A label rises under the image reading “Military and Veterans Affairs Office.” Next a shot slides on of the Student Access Services office sign. A label rises under the image reading “Student Access Services.” The shot slides back to the employee in the MVAO office. Next, the shot slides to a video of an employee in the Student Access Services office.]

VO: Inside faculty bay, you will find the Military and Veterans Affairs Office and Student Access Services. The Military and Veterans Affairs office will help you obtain the federal and state education benefits that are part of your service compensation. Student Access Services provides support for students requiring accommodations for disabilities, temporary or permanent.

[The shot slides into video of a collaboration classroom. A label rises under the image reading “Collaboration Classroom.”]

VO: The collaboration classroom has the most up-to-date technology, like smartboards and projectors, so students can learn at their own pace.

[The shot slides into a video of a flex classroom. A label rises under the image reading “Flex Classroom.”]
VO:
The flex classroom was made to make sure that everyone could participate in-class activities, no matter where they were.

[The video slides to a shot of the nursing assistant lab. A label rises under the image reading “Certified Nursing Assistant Lab.”]

VO:
The certified nursing assistant program has state-of-the-art equipment for students to gain hands-on experience.

[The video slides into a shot of the biology lab. A label rises under the image reading “Biology Lab.”]

VO:
On the second floor, students will have the opportunity to gain hands-on experience in our biology labs.

[The image slides into a series of images of smiling students, then to the aerial shot of the city of Lebanon with the Lebanon Campus in the center. The text “You set the bar. HACC will help you reach it.” appears on screen, followed by “start@hacc.edu”.

VO:
We hope you will join us to start your journey of furthering your education to a brighter, successful future—not just for you, but for generations to come. HACC will help you reach it. To start your HACC journey, please email start@hacc.edu.